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What drives the distribution in nature of 3T vs. 2M1 polytype in muscovites and phengites? 
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aBStRact

Petrologic, chemical, and polytype data are presented for dioctahedral potassic micas from K-
feldspar-bearing metamorphic and igneous rocks of acidic composition unaffected by high-pressure 
(HP) conditions. The paper aims to demonstrate that: (1) under non-HP conditions, in both metamorphic 
and igneous plutonic environments, a given bulk-rock compositional constraint imposes a more or 
less marked phengitic composition to dioctahedral potassic mica; and (2) this muscovite crystallizes 
as 2M1, notwithstanding its phengitic composition. The samples (157 in number) are from widespread 
provenances. We conclude that the growth of 3T polytype of muscovite is not a function of mica 
composition. This is consistent with the recent crystallographic knowledge on polytypism, cation 
ordering, elastic properties, and structural deformational mechanisms of muscovite, which address 
the stabilization of 3T with pressure. 
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intRoduction and State of aRt

This paper refers to dioctahedral potassic micas for which 
the IMA “Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names” 
(Rieder et al. 1998) defines the end-member name “muscovite” 
and, as a series name, the term “phengite.” We prefer to use here, 
for simplicity, “muscovite” in the general case and “phengite” 
when the reference to the extent of the solid solution involving 
muscovite, aluminoceladonite, and celadonite is to be stressed. 
The cut-off at Si ≥ 3.1 apfu is adopted here for the term “pheng-
ite” (Fleet 2003). We are aware that any conventional cut-off 
unrelated to natural discontinuous variations may represent a 
“strait-jacket” for describing natural processes. Therefore, in one 
case we will also consider the cut-off at 3.08 apfu. 

Sassi et al. (1994) suggested that high pressure (HP in the 
following) is the necessary condition for metamorphic crystalli-
zation of 3T phengites rather than the phengitic substitution, oth-
erwise the 2M1 polytype forms even for phengitic compositions. 
In some K-feldspar-bearing gneisses (Kfs-bearing gneisses) 
unaffected by HP metamorphism, Sassi et al. (1994) found indeed 
2M1 muscovite having phengitic contents comparable to those 
reported in the literature from HP metamorphic terrains. These 
authors argued that: (1) HP conditions favor cation ordering, 
stabilizing the 3T polytype, and (2) during the decompressional 
and heating path related to exhumation of HP terrains, the first-
formed, HP-related, 3T phengites would be expected to recrys-
tallize as 2M1 muscovite, with lower extent of celadonite solid 

solution (approaching the 2M1 muscovite end-member). Sassi 
et al. (1994) and Guidotti and Sassi (1998a) suggested further 
work was needed on this topic, to replace reasonable hypotheses 
with well-established data.

Numerous crystallographic data have been published after 
Sassi et al. (1994), showing that HP favors cation ordering and 
stabilizes 3T stacking (Pavese et al. 1997, 1999a, 1999b, 2000, 
2001, 2003; Brigatti et al. 2005; Curetti et al. 2006; Gatta et 
al. 2009, and references therein), and Gatta et al. (2010) find 
evidence supporting a better stabilization of 3T stacking than 
2M1. However, experimental studies on phengite are limited 
with respect to polytype formation and crystallization pressure 
(Smyth et al. 2000), although synthetic phengites may not be 
representative of equilibrium conditions (Schmidt et al. 2001; 
Curetti et al. 2008). Other relevant contributions on this topic 
are Brigatti et al. (2008) and Cibin et al. (2008).

Several data supporting 2M1 formation during decompression 
and heating, as hypothesized by Sassi et al. (1994), have been 
published in the recent literature (Ivaldi et al. 2001; Di Vincenzo 
et al. 2001; Palmeri et al. 2003; Ferraris et al. 2005), which is 
consistent with the early results by Frey et al. (1983). 

However, no papers have been published supplying the ad-
ditional data wished by Guidotti and Sassi (2002, p. 438) on the 
occurrence in nature of the so-called “type II phengites,” i.e., 
those dioctahedral micas that acquire a phengitic composition 
due to rock bulk compositional constraints and not to HP (Sassi 
et al. 1994). The present paper aims at filling this gap and also 
points at establishing whether muscovite from igneous peralu-
minous granitoids have similar chemical and polytype features * E-mail: raffaele.sassi@unipd.it


